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NEO NAS-WR07W Wi-Fi Smart Socket
Follow modern trends and save on electricity bills.  The NEO NAS-WR07W smart  socket allows you to manage connected devices from
anywhere  via  the  app.  It  operates  on  a  2.4GHz Wi-Fi  network,  with  a  maximum current  of  16  A.  Thanks  to  a  series  of  product  usage
protections, it is entirely safe to use. Compatibility with popular platforms facilitates operation.
 
Easy Operation and Configuration
Installing the NEO NAS-WR07W smart socket requires no special  equipment or technical  knowledge—just 3 simple steps: connect to a
2.4GHz Wi-Fi network, download the dedicated app, and add the device. Plug and Play operation allows for immediate use of the product.
This enables you to enjoy remote management of electrical energy in your home without the need for complicated configurations.
 
Remote Control and Energy Saving
The NEO NAS-WR07W socket  enables  remote  switching  on  and off  of  connected  devices,  providing  convenience  and potential  energy
savings.  You  can  set  schedules  for  each  device,  allowing  you  to  program  the  turning  off  of  lights  or  heating  when  no  one  is  home,
thereby reducing unnecessary energy consumption.
 
Wide Compatibility and Integration
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The  NEO  smart  socket  works  with  popular  voice  assistants  and  smart  home  management  platforms  such  as  Amazon  Alexa,  Google
Assistant, and Tuya Smart. As a result, you can easily integrate it with other smart home devices and control them using simple voice
commands or the app.
 
Safety of Use
The NEO socket is equipped with an overload reminder system. The device also provides protection against high temperatures. It is made
of fire-resistant material, and numerous certificates confirm its high quality.
 
Compact Design
The socket dimensions are only 65 x 43 x 43 mm, allowing you to discreetly place it in any room, or take it with you on trips to manage
electrical devices on the go. Its elegant design perfectly complements modern interiors.
 
    
    
        
            ManufacturerNEO
            ModelNAS-WR07W
            Rated VoltageAC 110-230V±10%, 50/60Hz
            Rated Current16A
            Wireless Connection2.4GHz
            ProtocolIEEE 802.11b/g/n
            Wireless Network Rangeup to 45m
            Operating Temperaturefrom 0°C to 40°C
            Operating Humidityfrom 20% to 85%
            Storage Temperaturefrom 0°C to 60°C
            Storage Humidityfrom 0% to 90%
            CompatibilityAmazon Alexa, Google Assistant, IFTTT
            MaterialPC/ABS
            Plug TypeFR
            CertificationRoHS, FCC, CE, ETC
        
    

Preço:

Antes: € 13.0011

Agora: € 11.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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